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BODY: First Consulting & Administration, Inc. is committed to helping insurance companies with state anti-
fraud training requirements for underwriters, call center personnel, claims handlers and other integral anti-
fraud personnel. Training is now available for companies selling life and annuity, health and accident, as well 
as life settlement companies, all of which are held to training standards by most state regulators. Training for 
property-casualty insurers will be available in the second quarter of 2015. 
 
Francine Fetyko, President, says “At the request of companies for some new and innovative anti-fraud training 
we are using our webinar technology and online training software to offer companies anti-fraud training on 
your desktop PCs or  laptops. Companies can implement customized annual anti-fraud training containing real 
examples of fraud convictions and cases to keep their personnel current on the latest red flags emerging 
across the industry.” 
 
The First Consulting anti-fraud training will cover identifying and recognizing red flags for many types of 
insurance fraud; tips for identifying, documenting and referring incidents of suspected insurance fraud to the 
state regulatory departments or law enforcement; emerging insurance fraud trends; current fraud cases in the 
news; and current fraud cases in the courts. 
 
First Consulting’s Senior Consultant, Carol Stern, FLMI, AIRC, ACS, is an Operational Compliance, Enterprise 
Risk Management (ERM) and Corporate Governance expert for the ERM/ORSA consulting practice and will 
provide content for the anti-fraud training. “Carol has a chief compliance officer’s experience developing and 
delivering fraud training. With 30 years in the insurance industry, she has a deep understanding of the types of 
insurance fraud and how to train employees to help identify the red flags,” says Fetyko. 
 
Individuals wanting more information and to schedule a demo of the Anti-Fraud Training Service can check 
First Consulting’s website which is located at www.firstconsulting.com. 
  
 
First Consulting & Administration, Inc. is a premier provider assisting the insurance industry 

in achieving business strategies with a focus on compliance and regulatory issues. Since 1969, 

First Consulting has advised and assisted companies across the country. The primary areas of 

practice include product development, drafting and filing; compliance consulting; third party 

administrator licensing; research; advertising compliance; UCAA filings; and, a full range of 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) services including Own Risk & Solvency Assessment 

(ORSA) compliance tailored to insurance company needs. More information about our Co-

sourcing services is available at: www.firstconsulting.com 
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